
Window treatments can
transform your house and
showcase your sense of
style.
The right blinds and

draperies will give a room a
whole new look. Aesthetics
and finances should guide
your purchasing decisions.
These factors will determine
what kind of window
dressing you need.
Some windows are easier to

stylize than others. But most
windows share common
characteristics which will
make your job easier.
Follow these simple

guidelines to get the best
results when looking for a
window treatment store:
Window treatments

come in a variety of price
ranges. If you are outfitting
multiple windows with
blinds, valences and drapes,
then you will likely pay a
significant amount of money.
The best window treatment

stores offer quality products
at many price points. Don’t
expect inexpensive vinyl
blinds to look good or last
as long as their wooden
counterparts.
Each store should also have

a large array of fabrics, either
in stock or shippable within
a few days. It will give you
plenty of combinations to
consider for your decor.
Look for decorating ideas

in magazines, onTV or
websites.You will likely find

many suggestions that will
work in your own home.
Keep in mind that large
prints and bright colors will
overpower smaller spaces.
Sample books in stores will

also give you a good idea
about the finished products.
These publications will also
have price charts so you can
budget your money.
Anyone who has tight

finances should concentrate
on rooms that you and
your family use the most.
Inexpensive treatments will
work fine in rooms that are
not used often.
Conventional shapes such

as square or rectangular
shades and blinds are often
less costly than specialty

shapes. Deluxe fabrics will
add to your total cost. But if
you need a trapezoid, triangle
or semi-circle shape and it
works well with your decor,
then investing in that is
money well-spent.
Hardware is another factor

in the final cost.The materials
used for installation need
to be durable and made of
heavy-duty components.
Blinds’ mounting rails, sliders
and opening mechanisms
will likely be used frequently,
perhaps even several times
a day. Drapery rods should
consist of heavy-gauge steel,
including sliders, hooks
and pulls.This construction
should withstand years of
use without falling apart.

Your product needs to have
a warranty against defects,
materials and installation.
Even high-quality treatments
can be damaged if they
are installed incorrectly.
Familiarize yourself with the
terms of the warranties.
You should understand

the vendor’s return policy.
Excellent return policies
mean you can return the
products for a refund or
exchange.You could be
charged a restocking fee.
If you had your window
coverings custom-made, you
will probably be unable to
return it. Ask anyway.You
might be surprised.
Professionals should guide

you on trends that will
remain stylish for years
to come.They should also
assist you with ideas and
recommendations. Let’s
face it.There are a huge
amount of fabrics, options,
sizes, combinations and
manufacturers to consider.
Having a knowledgeable and
helpful staff will save you
time and money.
A quality window treatment

store will make a tremendous
difference in your final
results.Think about all the
factors, ask professionals and
research your options. After
all, you will live with the
results for many years.

How to Choose a WindowTreatment Store
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For more Pros To Know articles go
to www.qctimes.com/prostoknow.

• Save 50% every day on locally made blinds.
• Honeycomb, roman shades, faux wood blinds, wood blinds.
• Locally made. • Free measuring and installation.

Confused how to measure?
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Let us take the guess work from you!
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